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Your Human-Likeness Matters to Me:  
Is Categorical Perception a Potential Cause  
for the Uncanny Valley? 

Human-like but not perfectly human appearing agents frequently 
evoke feelings of discomfort and eeriness, a phenomenon termed 
the Uncanny Valley (UV; Mori, 1970; Kaetsyri et al., 2015). The 
Categorical Perception Hypothesis proposes that effects associated 
with the UV might be due to uncertainty as to whether to categorize 
agents falling into the valley as “human” or “nonhuman” (Cheetham 
et al., 2011), and empirical data has shown that being exposed to 
uncanny agents leads to a depletion of cognitive resources over time, 
even when the agent’s human-likeness is task-irrelevant (Wiese et al., 
2018). Although empirical evidence in support of the UV is increas-
ing, there is no consensus yet regarding its theoretical underpinnings 
(see Kätsyri et al., 2015; for a review). One promising hypothesis 
purports that the physical appearance of humanoid agents triggers 
a categorization-related cognitive conflict as to whether the agents 
represent human or nonhuman entities, and that this conflict results 
in negative emotional evaluations due to increased cognitive pro-
cessing costs needed to resolve categorical ambiguities (Categorical 
Perception Hypothesis; Cheetham et al., 2011), which is in line with 
insights from evolutionary biology that link categorization to survival, 
and the failure to categorize certain stimuli to negative emotional 
responses (Burleigh & Schoenherr, 2015). The aim of the current 
experiment is to examine to what extent typical phenomena asso-
ciated with the UV (e.g., increased cognitive conflict processing) are 
specific to categorical uncertainty regarding agents’ human-likeness 
as opposed to being related to categorical ambiguity in general (i.e., 
category A vs. B).

In the current experiment (165 participants), we used mouse 
tracking to determine whether agent spectra with (i.e., robot-human) 
and without (i.e., robot-animal and robot-stuffed animal) a human 
endpoint cause categorical perception to comparable extents. 
Specifically, we compared human and nonhuman agent spectra with 
respect to the existence and location of a category boundary (H1-1 
and H2-1), as well as the magnitude of cognitive conflict around the 
boundary as measured via maximum deviation of mouse movements 
(H1-2 and H2-2). The results show that (a) both human and nonhu-
man spectra exhibit category boundaries (H1-1) at which cognitive 
conflict processing is higher than for less ambiguous parts of the 
spectra (H1-2), but that (b) for human agent spectra the cognitive 
conflict maxima were more pronounced than for nonhuman agent 
spectra (H2-1) and the category boundary was prominently shifted 
towards the human endpoint (H2-2); see Figure 1. The data shows 
that that cognitive conflict processing peaks around the spec-
trum-specific category boundaries for all agent spectra independent 
of the agent’s human-likeness. However, both the extent of cogni-
tive conflict processing and the location of the spectrum-specific 

category boundary were affected by the specific categorization that 
needed to be made, that is: stimuli located at a nonhuman-human 
category boundary induced stronger cognitive conflict processing 
than stimuli located at a nonhuman-nonhuman category boundary, 
with no difference in the extent of cognitive conflict between non-
alive-alive (i.e., robot-animal) and nonalive-nonalive (i.e., robot-
stuffed animal) categorizations within the nonhuman spectra. These 
results suggest a quantitatively, though not qualitatively, different 
categorization process for spectra containing human endpoints.

The results are in line with previous studies that have linked the 
UV to categorical perception, with an increase of cognitive process-
ing costs and decrease of affective ratings for categorically ambig-
uous stimuli (e.g., Cheetham et al., 2011; Mathur & Reichling, 2016; 
Weis & Wiese, 2017; Wiese et al., 2018). The universal observation 
of cognitive conflict processing for all tested spectra is in also in line 
with the inhibitory devaluation hypothesis (Ferrey et al., 2015), stat-
ing that phenomena related to “uncanny” stimuli, such as negative 
affective reactions, are not directly related to human-likeness per se, 
but reflect a more general form of stimulus devaluation that occurs 
when inhibition is triggered to resolve conflict between competing 
stimulus-related representations. Although no affective measures 
have been collected in the current study, the results show that com-
mon features of uncanny stimuli, such as an increase in cognitive 
conflict processing, are observable independent of considerations 
related to human-likeness, which provides support for the assump-
tion that the observation of UV patterns might but due to a more 
general mechanism, such as cognitive inhibition.

Eva Wiese (George Mason University)

Towards the Development of Semi-Supervised Rehabilitation 
Systems for the Home 

With the aging of the US population, there is an increasing need for 
effective and accessible rehabilitation services for debilitating ill-
nesses and injury such as stroke [2]. Effective rehabilitation requires 
intense training and the ability to adapt the training program based 
on the progress of the patient and the judgment of the therapist 
[3]. Adaptive home based rehabilitation is emerging as a key ave-
nue for improving health and wellness outcomes with the potential 
for reducing costs [1, 4]. While there are a number of challenges to 
scaling adaptive rehabilitation in the home (e.g. cost, motivation, 
adherence etc.), in this paper we describe our approach in aspir-
ing to replicate the therapist presence and experience in the home. 
Here we describe our methodology in working within the nascent 
design space of evidence based adaptive healthcare. Evidence based 
adaptive healthcare has quantitative data at its core and can bene-
fit greatly from advances in computation. Our focus is on designing 
adaptive home based rehabilitation systems for stroke survivors that 
can automatically track and assess complex human performance; 
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rubric developed by our therapist team (see Fig 1.). Figure 3 depicts 
the movement segmented interface, where therapists can rate and 
rationalize their assessments.

We are currently assessing the inter-rater reliability of this work 
and analyzing the findings from an online survey review and a two-
day workshop with the assessment team. Findings from these results 
can help improve the assessment rubric, the rating interface, and the 
overall performance of the therapists in understanding the nuances 
of their own therapeutic approach and their ability to make standard-
ized evidence-based decisions.

Aisling Kelliher (Virginia Tech University)

Technology Made Us (Motion) Sick; Autonomous Cars Will Make 
Us Vomit: A Review of 40 Years of Research 

Man was built  self-propulsion. It was technology that introduced the 
option of traveling by carts, ships, cars and airplanes. Thus, it was 
technology that produced seasickness, car sickness, and air sickness. 
Researchers, including many psychologists, have spent years seek-
ing solutions for this ancient ailment that persists in modern times. 
Despite their efforts, experts predict that the introduction of auton-
omous vehicles will dramatically increase the prevalence of motion 
sickness.

At the Naval Motion Sickness and Human Performance 
Laboratory, we have been exploring the psychological and physiolog-
ical aspects of motion sickness for almost 40 years, and have pub-
lished numerous articles on this subject. In this lecture, I will review 
the knowledge accumulated in this field and focus on some techno-
logical and psychological solutions we have pursued over the years

The extent of the problem. Findings from our laboratory and 
from many other studies show that nearly everyone can suffer from 
motion sickness. Though significantly more prevalent when traveling 
by sea, airsickness and carsickness are very common as well.

The sopite syndrome. A less-researched phenomenon is the 
lethargy, apathy and sometimes even depression that emerge during 
exposure to uncontrollable motion. We studied this phenomenon 
based on the learned helplessness paradigm and were able to show 
significant cognitive, emotional and performance deficits.

Why are drivers rarely motion sick? We were the first to study 
the role of controllability in motion sickness. We compared groups 
that differed in their controllability of head movements, vision, 
activity, and predictability. Literature has suggested these factors as 
explanations for the driver’s immunity to motion sickness. Subjects 
who were given more control reported significantly fewer motion 
sickness symptoms and a smaller decrease in their well-being, com-
pared to the yoked subject who lacked control.

Based on these findings, we predict that the prevalence of car-
sickness in autonomous cars will be significantly higher.

Autonomous cars—More sickness by far. Autonomous cars will 
soon be an integral part of our lives, and it is clear that they will pres-
ent new challenges and disturbances for their passengers.

This change will likely raise issues related to trust. At least at 
the beginning, people may tend to be somewhat apprehensive about 
being moved by a computer.

Lack of control and inability to predict the direction of motion will 
be the main factors that contribute to enhancing motion sickness in 
autonomous cars. Moreover, passengers will likely use the time for 
reading or watching videos,  which will certainly cause a significant 
increase in carsickness as well.

in our case adaptive rehabilitation training. Creating such systems 
requires a multidimensional approach integrating technical, medical, 
social, design, and human computer interaction knowledge. 

We present our progress in co-designing an interactive system 
for upper extremity stroke rehabilitation in the home. Our interdis-
ciplinary team of designers, engineers, computer scientists, doctors, 
patients, and therapists are iteratively designing, prototyping, and 
refining an experimental table top system for the home. While our 
goal is to ultimately create a robust system for lightly supervised 
use, we are first concerned with accomplishing key human-centered 
design activities that are essential for our development: i) analyz-
ing and structuring performance for computational assessment; ii) 
collecting and assessing video data; iii) defining a movement perfor-
mance rating rubric; and iv) rating the videos by experts. Findings 
from these activities will inform our algorithmic approach for the 
ultimate automated assessment of human performance in the home.

Analyzing and structuring performance for computational 
assessment: Working with the rehabilitation experts on our team, 
we developed a standardized set of exercises for upper extremity 
rehabilitation of stroke survivors. The set of exercises need to scale 
in complexity and map well to activities of daily living. To achieve 
the generalizability of a limited set of exercises mapping to many 
activities of daily living, they used an implicit segmentation of the 
exercises into types of segments that held true across all the exer-
cises. For example, they looked at the characteristics of initiation, 
progression, or termination of movement (IPT) across all different 
types of exercises.

These exercises are realized using a custom-designed collection 
of modular objects that can be combined and configured in a variety 
of ways. We developed a prototype interactive system (see Fig. 2) for 
performing and capturing the exercises which comprises the objects, 
a custom mat, and a tablet interface delivering the exercise protocol 
(e.g. instruction videos indicating what objects to use and how to 
perform the exercise). 

Collecting and assessing video data: We collected video record-
ings of nine stroke survivors attempting the 12 exercises while using 
the system in exploratory (non-therapeutic) study sessions at a reha-
bilitation hospital in the south east of the United States. Two women 
and seven men participated in the collection process, two with mod-
erate impairment and seven with mild to moderate impairment. Each 
participant session was video captured through a two-camera setup 
(one sagittal for torso and shoulder capture, and one tabletop camera 
for capturing the wrist and fingers). 

Defining a movement performance rating rubric: As there is a 
lack of consensus among therapists regarding the standardized, 
quantitative assessment of movement quality components and the 
influence of such components on overall functional ability [Levin], 
there is a need to create a consistent, quantifiable performance 
assessment rubric that is usable and appropriate for both human and 
computational agents. Our team prepared a simple web application 
for viewing and rating the collected video data from the nine partic-
ipants. A team of four therapists spend two days viewing the data 
and collaborated to define a standardized movement segmentation 
approach for the exercises observed. Our team then built on this 
to create a more robust online system for rating movement perfor-
mance based on this rubric.

Rating the videos by experts: Our online system supported 12 
participating therapists in viewing and rating the video data (stored 
on encrypted USB drives shipped to the therapists) according to the 
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